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About This Game

Solve puzzles, and explore worlds in a fun and action-packed arcade style game.
Be quick, be creative, find new combos. Improve and evolve your veggies to take on new challenges.

Unlock new funny characters to play with.

Crazy Veggies is easy to play, but challenging to master! Have you gotten your daily dose of veggies today?

FEATURES

 TONS OF LEVELS to choose from

 UPGRADE AND EVOLVE your veggies for best results

 MANY CHARACTERS WITH CRAZY AND FUNNY PERSONALITIES to choose from

 FIND THE BEST STRATEGY FOR EACH PUZZLE to progress

 COLLECT REWARDS and BONUSES to improve your abilities

Join a veggie game filled with fun and cute characters!
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Airheart is worth a look if you like the arcade game Time Pilot as it uses a very similar control scheme. The game offers lots of
shooting with some loot gathering and crafting thrown in. The game is pleasant to look at and I found it pretty fun. The
difficulty was steep, but an easier difficulty has just been added.. My thoughts on the cars:

Lotus 3-Eleven: My favorite from this pack, an amazing drive. Lightweight, nimble car with a hypercar performance. To me all
other modern Lotus cars in AC are meh, but this is anything but.
McLaren P1 GTR: Another astonishing car, and a great match to Ferrari FXX K.
Audi TT Cup: A very fun little FWD racer, you can have some really good races with this one
Audi TT RS VLN: TT Cup on steroids.
Audi R8 LMS: There is really nothing wrong with the "old" R8 LMS Ultra. A fine car, one of the best handling GT3s, but adds
very little new to the game.
Maserati MC12 GT1: A glorious racer that has nothing to race against and isn't really a one-make racecar. Ever heard that story
before? Also made completely redundant by RSS GT1
Toyota Celica ST185: Right car, wrong game. A rally car in a game that has no rally.
McLaren 570S: How can a near 600hp supercar be this boring to drive? Also feels the same as 12C which is in base game.
Should have picked something else
Audi R18 and Toyota TS040: Great cars. But, these are 2014 versions, whereas Porsche 919 is 2015 and 2016. So we have four
LMP1 cars, but only two that should be racing against each other. Also they are Le Mans spec in a game that has no official Le
Mans (though there is a great mod), no sprint spec versions to race in tracks that AC has.

Verdict: Absolutely worth a buy at this price and adds really nice cars to AC, but could have been so much better.. If you like
big scale RTS this one is MASSIVE. omg... what is this game.... i dont get it.... you build a ship with no instruction.... and you
fight... and there are so much levels... i really dont get this game... 2\/10. Rather bad.
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well I hink I may of got riped off, I have bough almost all he packs an hey worked fine, but his pack gave me absolutelu
nothing, no ship no gold nothing. Now I understand There is no refund, which is cool but this isen't a refund cuz they gave
nothing to refund, they took the money, I didn't give fake money so they'll at least make it so I get the what I paid for, I spend
kiila I bought that ship that was 186$ a few days ago an dcs I almost bought it all, it be
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to walk away from this account because I have the steam world of warship an bought
the steam pack so its not my doing. sio i'm sure theyll make it so they get the pack to me, I mean thats be like putting a envolope
in the bank machine saying theres a check. An I know there better than that, watch i'm not even going to get upset cuz hey'll
make it write. Bringing you a no nonsense review from the guy Digital Lighting Studios filed a copyright strike on and tried to
put out of business on youtube for bringing an "honest" review of what could be loosly even be called a demo. Had to call in Jim
Sterling to set these guys right.

Gameplay video review here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=j7nHyz5Ud80

Also note that SOEDESCO
 the publisher recently just popped out of nowhere with three other early access developers all in the same month with likewise
only positive reviews and quashing negative stuff on the forums just to be warned.

I will admit I am greatly intriqued with the concept and the trailer they show you but even in early access you would actually
expect a somewhat working friendly mode.

The developers did admit in an email they launched weeks ahead of schedule to cope with the Publishers demands to go live
which is more then evil to say the least.

The controls they layout for you, the camera angle changes don't even work and playing an actual match is bloody well
impossible.

You can throw out a zillion "early access warnings" but you ARE taking people's money well for something playable.

If you'd like to raise money to make a game, well that's why there is kickstarter.

I'd have more playtime but honestly you can't really even play this and it hurts the brain.

The music is pretty spot on for the game though.

In summary great idea for a game, but horrible handled and excuted thus far.

Will be keeping an eye on this game and will definitely change the review once\/if things get better.
Looking forward to that.

And remember squash this review and Jim Sterling shows up in your shower.. Neat little speed running platformer with a lot of
potential content due to a easy to use map editor.. Geiles Game!. too realistic. A nice add-on for flavor.. Hmm, this is a tough
one. On the one hand, this game was really short but on the other hand, it's also really cheap. This game has the world's worst
flashlight but it also had a few scares that I won't spoil. It's mainly a keycard and battery finding simulator and I think the
flashlight has been made terrible on purpose to pad out the games length but I can't be sure of that. One thing I do know is that, I
didn't hate it as much as everyone else but it is still insanely short and the flashlight is really bad.

I'm really stuck on whether or not to recommend this one. I think I'm going to have to say Not Recommended but it's close. I
really feel like this one should be in the middle somewhere. I will say once the game price goes up over $1 I don't think it will be
worth it. But if it's under a buck then take a chance on it. You might be disappointed but it's really very little to spend on a
game.

I made a video if you're curious about the gameplay:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RplQACxuMXo
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